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4 Weavers: Contemporary
Expressions of an Ancient Craft
Petaluma Arts Center
Rarely does the work of four artists create a harmonious, integrated exhibition while still defining individualistic statements. Yet this installation
of more than 70 exceptional hand-dyed, handconstructed textiles achieved that goal. The four
artists—Barbara Shapiro, Candace Crockett, Ulla
de Larios, and Suki Russack—each employ
unique interpretations of classic structural and
surface design processes. The aggregate effect of
their approaches, ranging from restrained to sensuous, transcended mere variations of technical
virtuosity while playing off one another’s aesthetics.
The placement of works at the Petaluma
Arts Center (January 11–March 10, 2013), curated
by Kathleen Hanna, contributed greatly to creating this synergy. Entering the gallery, the viewer
was surrounded by a labyrinth of five 8-foot vertical columns of delicate, ombred weavings entitled Transparency? by Ulla de Larios. Suspended
like gossamer webs, each tubular piece evolved
from translucent to opaque as the weft changed
from silk to wool in subtle, neutral colorations.
Metaphorically commenting on the opacity of
governmental politics, they are simple forms with
complex meanings.
They also set the stage for Crossings,
another series of 8-foot panels that symbolize
de Larios’s immigrant journey from Sweden to
America. Tiny jacquard-woven figures, inspired
by ancient petroglyphs in her native land, are
barely visible at mid-point, expressing the states

of transition and limbo created in between the
artist’s new and old lives.
Featuring indigo dye are the explorations by Barbara Shapiro that celebrate
liminal wicking, which she describes as “that wonderful area of controlled seepage between the
indigo and the undyed cloth.” Brilliant divisions
of blue and white ikat are featured in the bold
color-block composition Four Square. The more
subtle pictorial piece, Flotsam, combines indigo
ikat with red/orange shibori motifs and gold leaf
to represent a disintegrating wharf at water’s
edge. Shapiro’s focus on the creative potential of
dyeing includes using the nuanced shades generated by the indigo process. In Testing Testing, a
series of five textured roundels incorporate the
paler blues of recycled test strips saved from
years of maintaining indigo dye vats. Shapiro’s
richly varied and experimental installation was
also punctuated by groupings of elegant containers and small basketry sculptures playfully
executed using indigo-dyed cane elements.
Candace Crockett is well known for her
use of card weaving to produce narrow, linear
bands up to 12 feet in length. This ancient technique, originally used for creating functional ties,
edgings, and embellishment, has existed since

ABOVE, RIGHT: ULLA DE LARIOS
Transparency? Silk warp, Silk and wool wefts,
handwoven tabby, fulled in washing-machine,
28" diam x 72" and 100" each, 2007-2009.
Photo by the artist.
LEFT: Installation view of 4 Weavers at the
Petaluma Arts Center in California. CENTER:
CANDACE CROCKETT Awakening Linen, cotton,
wool, silk, card woven, 66" x 53", 2012.
Detail ABOVE, LEFT.
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early Egyptian times. In Crockett’s hands, the
bands become expressive elements. Eight lush,
free-hanging tapestries, each composed using
multiple bands with painted and dyed warps to
create masses of linear patterning, suggest natural phenomena: landscapes, sheaves of wheat,
bundles of branches, hair, sunsets, and waterfalls.
Water #3 radiates shimmering silver surfaces
amidst graduated tonalities of aquas and blues.
Any gentle air current activates this multitude of
independent elements, their luminous surfaces
simulating rippling water and reflections. The
effect is richly abundant and energetic, yet also
contemplative.
As the only artist creating figurative
imagery, Suki Russack’s series Woven from
Memory consists of seven medium-scale, doublewoven tapestries of torsos, which created a striking tableau along one entire wall. Suggesting
powerful female forms, this suite recalls the
Shroud of Turin and was, in fact, inspired by the
death of the artist’s mother. But unlike the stillness implied in burial shrouds, these weavings
convey a lively quality of movement through the
poses and the painterly quality generated by her
complex mixed-media, double-weave pick-up
technique. The base layer, composed of painted
and discharged linen threads, is interwoven
with an upper semi-transparent layer of fine
silk or metallic thread to create a 3-D relief
effect. Gallery lighting highlighted the sculptural
definition and rich colorations of these complex
surfaces.

Moving away from wall and pedestal pieces,
Crockett and Russack each created several wearable-art garments. Their visionary skills were
brought to life on live models during the opening reception, further reflecting the versatility
and creative spirit that pervaded this exhibition.
www.petalumaartscenter.org
—Jo Ann C. Stabb is a producing artist, lecturer, and
author who served on the Design faculty of the
University of California Davis for over 30 years.

ABOVE: SUKI RUSSACK Passage
Linen, silk, cotton, fiber reactive dyes,
double weave pick up,
60" x 36", 2009.
LEFT: BARBARA SHAPIRO
Un Homme et Une Femme
Indigo-dyed raffia, coiling,
12" x 10" x 5" and
10" x 10" x 9", 2008.
Photo: Sharon Risedorph.
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